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A linear economy destroys value – a circular one strives to preserve it 

A linear economy focuses heavily on adding value 
on the way upstream - but there is little consideration 
for after-use steps

A circular economy emphasizes the 
preservation of value through five key 
principles after initial usage

Circular strategy refuses the linear notion 
“out of sight, out of mind” – shipped products 
tend to come back in some form or another

Circular strategy is not limited to specific 
items along the value chain – rather, it needs 
to encompass the entire organization incl. 
products, packaging, processes, SG&A…
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“Re-cycling” is more ambitious than what is typically associated

— Turning scrap metal into kids’ 
toys 

— Converting wooden flooring 
into a bookshelf

— “Pfandsystem”: PET bottle to 
PET bottle 

— Textile recycling, e.g.  
Stockholm pilot store 

Examples

— Using food packaging for 
garden pottery 

— Degrading plastic bottles to 
road surface materials

Upcycling

Recycling

Downcycling

Making use of 
waste through…
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Transformation pressure leaves two fundamental coping mechanisms 

External transformation pressure from …
…Competitors

through vocal marketing
…Governments

through environmental regulation 
…Customers

through demand changes

Disruptive 
circularity 

II
Change the game, revolutionize the value chain
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G&A: HR | IT | Finance | Marketing & Comms…
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A truly circular business model requires more than waste reduction

— What’s in for the customer? 

— How can we incentivize behavior, 
e.g. timely return after usage? 

— Specify pricing and revenue model within 
each customer segment to maximize both 
product life and customer life time value

— Create eco system around offering 

— Monetize by-products

— Assess available ‘direct to 
consumer’ routes 

— Define impact on current partners 
& mitigation measures 

— Assess how to acquire new & retain current
customers with new value proposition 

— Assess possibility to eliminate a value chain step
and its respective cost impact

— Anticipate future changes to overall cost structure 
due to increasing fluctuations in raw material prices

— Understand & act quickly on consumer behavior

— Make data generation a key component of all 
business model aspects 

— Define, communicate, and incentivize KPI (“what gets 
measured gets done”) 

— Define key technology required & 
resulting investment needs 

— Develop landscape of potential key 
partners 

— Segment customers to identify key 
customer groups and needs

— Identify downstream loss of current 
customer base
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A number of successful consumer goods initiatives guide the path 

— Rental services for toys & baby 
fashion bridge sporadic needs 
and keep consumers up to date

— Sharing & reselling apps for 
clothes and accessories satisfy 
the need for new outfits 

— It’s not about sacrifice! 

— Vertical farming 
on-site drastically 
reduces logistics chain 

— Fish farm coupled with basil 
trees eliminates waste disposal 

— KPIs such as share of revenues associated with 
sustainable products

— Study of waste stream to understand which 
materials ended up where and how they could be 
used alternatively 

— Measure on different levels (i.e. inter-industry 
networks, as a company, on product/component 
level) 

— Measure impact across the product life cycle

— Analyse waste streams to optimize waste 
collection via machine learning and visual 
recognition to lower costs

— Reduce packaging material and use waste 
as a resource to lower production costs

— Refill stations in 
stationary retail for cosmetics and 
cleaning detergents 

— Focus on unpacked 
stores

— Introduction of return 
& take-back models

— Subscription models – automatically 
provide customer with shampoo 
essence every few weeks 

— Pay per use, e.g. “washing as a service”

— Develop new streams from by-products, 
i.e. bioethanol and animal feed stock in 
sugar production 
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How ambitious are you in setting your targets and how radical are you to 
implement your ambitions into reality?
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Sustainability as additional criteria for 
strategy
Example: General consideration of 
sustainability aspects

Current business completely geared 
towards sustainability
Example: Serving only customers/customer 
segments with strong sustainability 
performance

Business scope determined by 
sustainability
Example: Growing / Divesting businesses with 
strong / weak sustainability performance

Level of business model change Ambition level definition for identified ESG levers 

Actual Strategy

‘It gives us a 
competitive 
advantage’

4. Strategic

‘This is part of our 
daily operations’

3. Managerial
‘We‘ll just do as 

much as we have 
to’

2. Compliant

‘It‘s not our job to 
fix that‘

1. Defensive
‘We need to make 

sure everybody 
does it’

5. Civic

Re-use / Take-
back models

Renewable raws

Product design

Re-purpose

Re-cycle

Packaging

…

Stage

Topic
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Plastic is a vital material and the plastic industry is vital in European economy and 
society, but the mostly linear way of production puts large strains
Key figures of European plastics industry, 2019

Introduction to plastics

But…

The European plastics industry had a positive trade balance of 13.1 billion euros in 2019

The European plastics industry contributed to 28.5 billion euros to public finances and welfare in 2019

The European plastics industry ranks 7th in Europe in industrial value added contribution,
at the same level as the pharmaceutical industry and very close to the chemical industry

The European plastics industry has a multiplier effect of 2.4 in GDP and almost 3 in jobs

In the European Union of the collected plastic waste 2/3 is directly incinerated or landfilled.
Of the plastics sent to recycling only 60 – 70% is actually recycled, while still primarily downcycled

The plastics industry gives direct employment to more than 1.5 million people in Europe

Trade balance 13 billion euros

Public finances Close to 30 billion 
euros

Industrial value 
added 7th in Europe

Multiplier effect 2.4x in GDP and 
almost 3x in jobs 

Linear production <25% of plastics are 
recycled

Jobs >1.5 million people
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Circularity is the key theme in plastics and recycling is at its core
Circularity in plastics
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Decouple from 
fossil feedstock 
We have advised 

large brand owners 
in relation to their 
circularity strategy

1 Create an effective after-use 
plastics economy We have 
advised you during several 
commercial due diligence 

engagements in the plastics 
recycling industry

3

Design for 
recycling & 
longevity

2

Reduce the leakage of 
plastics into natural 
systems (e.g. EPR 
schemes) We have 

advised governmental 
agencies in the 

development of circular 
packaging strategies

1
Role of circularity in the plastics value chain
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Plastic recycling is part of a complex waste management network
Circularity in plastics
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European recycling rates are far behind EU targets, as almost half of all 
plastics end up in mixed waste which is not recycled 
Recycling rate of plastic packaging waste, 2018

Supply side
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70%

26%

4%

Source and treatment of plastic packaging waste, Europe (2018)

Separate waste collection
(~55%)

42%

40%

19%

Total post-consumer plastic 
packaging waste collected

6%

57%

37%

Mixed waste collection
(~45%)

17.8
Mton

Recycling Energy recovery Landfill
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Even in Germany, plastics in mixed waste remain very large; not recycling 
these plastics is a primary reason for the <50% recycling rate

Supply side

Plastic waste by waste stream and treatment(a), Germany, 2018 (kt)

Source: Interview program; KPMG analysis.
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Demand for recycled plastics will increase by voluntary pledges of large 
brand owners, but will primarily be driven by the EU Green Deal 

B

Voluntary pledges 
Company Pledge
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Forecast – dependend on quota

Consequently significant demand growth can be expected from plastic 
recycling

B

Demand

Plastic converter demand Europe, virgin versus recycled (2018-2030FC) – conservative scenario
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Stakeholders across the value chain are impacted and need to act and 
invest to ensure that targets will be reached
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ESG has become a key driver of global economic value creation 

Economic forces of climate change

Climate Change
Economic consequences of a 3 to 4°
global warming trajectory. Natural disasters 
as a risk for global operating-, business 
models and investments

Capital Markets
Emergence of ESG premia and increasing 
pressure from asset managers
Increasing importance of ESG-related 
reporting and disclosures

Consumer Sentiment
Social pressure, rising purchasing power 
and growing wealth of the young 
environmentally conscious generations 
"Y" and "Z”

EU Green New Deal & Green Recovery
Sustainable transformation strategy for 
the EU and €750bn recovery package 
for ecological growth following Covid-19 
crisis, partly financed by new ESG taxes

EU Taxonomy
Classification system for ecologically 
sustainable economic activities 
channeling capital flows towards 
sustainable development

Policy Shifts by China & USA
Pledge to reach climate neutrality by 
2060 is shaping next Chinese 5-year plan
Biden administration is very likely to 
realize more ambitious climate policies
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KPMG offers a suite of dedicated tools to tackle these challenges 

# Topic Solution

I ESG Strategy & Value Creation
Identification of value-creating measures along ESG criteria
Definition and implementation of sustainable company strategies

II ESG Due Diligence
Quantitative sustainability-related insights along the transaction cycle at deal speed
Maximization of the transaction value (buy & sell side)

III Green Deal Assessment Impact of the EU Green Deal on the business / operating model and financing conditions

IV Hydrogen Assessment Effects of a hydrogen market entry or a company transformation to a hydrogen-based business 
model

V Decarbonization
Transparency on potential decarbonization options 
Analysis of financial and strategic effects

VI Sustainable Business Valuation & Decision 
Assessment

Quantification of ESG business risks / opportunities 
Performance / risk simulation of potential strategic options

VII ESG Investment Story - Debt Advisory ESG-driven financing solutions and support across all phases of the financing process

VIII ESG Investment Story - Rating Maximize value by optimizing ESG ratings from leading providers

IX Circular Economy 
Definition of circular business models to disrupt existing markets as well as create new segmets
Identification of value chain optimization potentials
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